Synthesis and optical and redox properties of symmetric and asymmetric BODIPYs.
Herein, we present the synthetic route and the photophysical, electrochemical as well as laser properties of novel red-emitting boron-dipyrromethenes (BODIPYs) bearing arylethyne moieties. Such functionality is added along the main axis of the chromophore leading to single- and double-substituted derivatives. The relationship between the dye structure and the lasing properties is studied in detail with the help of the photophysical and electrochemical properties as well as quantum mechanical simulations. The asymmetric substitution of the parent dye induces inhomogeneities in the charge distribution, which leads to an overall loss of the fluorescence capacity, mainly in polar media. Such non-radiative deactivation processes can be softened by decreasing the electron-donor ability of the substituent or even avoided by symmetrical substitution. Thus, grafting of the arylethyne moieties at the longitudinal axis of the indacene core results in an effective strategy to develop red-edge BODIPYs with highly efficient and photostable laser emission.